
Цена:

Color:

Гарантии продавца:

High Power LED Headlight Bulbs - H7/H8 H9 H11/ HB3
9005/ HB4 9006/ H1 H3 H4 H16 5202 9004 9007-
Powered By Philips Luxeon LED

US $38.99 / lot

Отправка в течение 4 рабочих дней
Доставка в срок 38 дн.

Посмотреть снимок заказа на английском | Посмотреть
снимок заказа на русском

Это снимок товара, сделанный во время размещения заказа. Посмотреть
товар сейчас

CN (Guangdong)
 

Перейти к магазину

Добавить в «Любимые магазины»H7

Описание товара

Характеристики товара

Led Chip Manufacturer:Osram Item Diameter:100

Brand Name:iJDM Voltage:12v-32v

220i-Year:2015,2014 Lens:Not Included

External Testing Certification:CE For Vehicle Brands/Model:BMW

Light Source:LED Special Features:4500lumen

BMW Model:220i Led Beam Type:Universal

Year:2016 Car Model:Common

Item Weight:0.70 Item Type:Fog Lights

Material Type:Philips Luxeon LED Model Name:H8 H11 9005 9006 H1 H3 H4 H7 9007 9004

Lumens:4500 Warranty:Yes

External Testing Certification:CE UPC:Does not apply

Base:H7 H4 H13 H8 H9 H11 9005 9006 H16 9004 9007 H7 H1 H3 H4 H10 H16 Other Part Number:Philips Luxeon LED w/ Removable Fan-less Heatsink

Interchange Part Number:For Head Lamps Headlights & Fog Upgrade Base1:H1 H3 H4 H7 H8 H9 H11 H13 H16

Base2:9004 9005 HB3 9011 9006 HB2 9007 9008 9 Base3:5202 H16 PSX24W

Описание товара

NOTE: Our items come with retail box.
 

These high powered LED headlight bulbs are the pinnacle of car technology - with the new innovative futuristic design all
the way to the superior lighting output. The LED headlight bulbs are powered by Philips Luxeon LED emitters to give you

unparalleled lighting output like no other. You will also notice the sleek shape of the LED headlight bulb, which is a
specially designed shape that has perfect precision ensured to give your bulb the brightest shine.

 
The LED headlight bulb also has a removable fan-less heatsink and base for optimum flexibility and a painless installation.
This coupled with the waterproof ballast from the connector to the adapter ensures longevity and durability. For drivers

who are in the pursuit of premium engineering, these LED headlight bulbs are definitely second to none.
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Condition: Brand New           Operating Voltage: 12V           Light color:white
 

Length:88.5inches              Diameter:16mm

 

Fitment
 

These high powered LED headlight bulbs are the pinnacle of car technology - with the new innovative futuristic design all
the way to the superior lighting output. The LED headlight bulbs are powered by Philips Luxeon LED emitters to give you
unparalleled lighting output like no other. You will also notice the sleek shape of the LED headlight bulb, which is a
specially designed shape that has perfect precision ensured to give your bulb the brightest shine.
 

The LED headlight bulb also has a removable fan-less heatsink and base for optimum flexibility and a painless installation.
This coupled with the waterproof ballast from the connector to the adapter ensures longevity and durability. For drivers
who are in the pursuit of premium engineering, these LED headlight bulbs are definitely second to none.



 

Features
 

Powered by Philips Luxeon® LED emitters with an amazing 2500 Lum lighting output
 

Specially designed shape with perfect precision to give your LED bulb the optimal beam pattern
 

All new designed removable fan-less heatsink and base to give you more flexibility to install this LED bulb easily, plus has
a waterproof ballast from the connector to the adapter
 

 
 
Compatible
 
5202 5201 H16 PSX24W  9009  2504
 
9005 HB3 9011 
 
9006 HB4 9012
 
H8 H9 H11
 
H1 H3 H4 H7 H13
 
9004 9007 9008
 
More Demostration Pictures



 
Note:
In order to make sure these bulbs will fit or work, please double check OEM Bulbs Guided for a reference guide.
All of our LED bulbs are designed for easy DIY installation & direct replacement. If LED bulb doesn't light up after installati
on, please simply re-insert it oppositely (because LED bulb has polarity like a battery).
Delivery day: 3 days after fulfill the payment
 

 
2x LED bulbs=1 pair
 
Tips: We will repackage this item to reduce shipping weight paper and bag waste. We guaranty the item will be well treat
ed and protected. Let's protect the environment together!

 

  

 
1. Your item(s) will be dispatched within 3 business days from verified payment.
2. Delivery time (The shipping time may be different if delayed by the courier or customs):
----By Airmail Shipping: Generally, about 7-21 working days to USA, ,CA, AU, UK or Other Countries and Areas.
----By Express Shipping: Generally, about 5-10 working days to USA, CA, AU, UK or Other Countries and Areas.
3. We will ship to ESCROW’s address only. Please make sure your address in ESCROW is matched with your shipping
address before you pay.
4.We will not be responsible for any delay during delivery including but not limited to customs postage checking, strike,
force majeure etc.
5. As a buyer, it is your duty to pay the tax when you make a order from abroad. Our price does not include taxes, VAT,
or other hidden charges.
6. We can ship items by China Post & Hongkong Post airmail, and the following express shipping method.

 

Return of product is accepted provided:
1.When the parcel reaches you, please check all the parts and goods quantity inside before signing it.If there is any
damage, missing items or wrong quantity, please do not sign it and request the post office or the delivery company to



issue some relative certification in order for compensation. Also, please contact us regarding the problem as soon as
possible. Once you have signed the parcel, it means that you have no boubts about the products as well as the quantity
and the transaction is deemed to be completed. We will be not responsible for any claim on missing items and damaged
 2. Request for return is submitted in form of email to us within 7days from you received the item, and the item must
be in ORIGIONAL condition, buyer must return the item using postal service with tracking number, and the buyer is
responsible for the return shipping fee. 
 

 

Positive Feedback
 

Shop with confidence. We strive to earn your positive feedback and a perfect score on our Detailed Seller Rating (DSR). If
any reason you uncomfortable leaving us a perfect score, please contact us and we will do everything in our power to
ensure a successful transaction.

Please feel free to contact us whenever and whatever. We will be always here for you.
Please contact us about the details of all.
Please leave us 24 business hour to answer your email of concerns
Enjoy shopping with us. Thanks.

Упаковка

Единица измерения:lot (2 pieces/lot) Вес посылки:0.03kg

Размер посылки:25cm x 20cm x 5cm
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